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**Abstract.** As is well known, contemporaries of Gabriel Cramer (1704-1752) and Jean-Louis Calandrini (1703-1758) likened the two men with the mythological figures of Castor and Pollux. So inseparable were they in their youth that they were jointly appointed to the then newly-created chair of mathematics at the Académie de Genève in 1724. This arrangement allowed them to divide their academic duties so that while one was teaching the other could take time to travel and extend his circle of scientific acquaintances at places near and far, ranging from Basel and Paris to Leiden and London. Cramer alone could count Daniel and Nikolaus I Bernoulli, Leonhard Euler, Abraham de Moivre, Edmond Halley, Alexis Clairaut, and Pierre Louis Maupertuis among his friends and acquaintances. Through his reputation as a mathematician and his close ties to Basel, he was later commissioned to edit the works of Johann I Bernoulli and the *Varia opera* of Jacob Bernoulli.

Calandrini’s name is above all associated with the Geneva edition of Isaac Newton’s (1642-1727) *Principia*, to which he is considered by to have contributed some of the most significant commentaries. While many questions relating to the production of the edition remain unanswered, it is clear that the scholars whose names grace the title page, Thomas le Seur (1703-1770) and François Jacquier (1711-1788), both accomplished mathematicians in their own right, greatly valued Calandrini’s many additions. In the preface, they explicitly point out that he had taken upon himself the labour not only of checking the various engraved figures and correcting typographical errors, but also of writing comments on conic sections. Furthermore, they commend his having elucidated with his own notes those of their own comments that appeared to him to have not been treated clearly enough. One suspects, however, that even this praise does not go far enough, for there is evidence Calandrini did far more.

The talk will focus on previously under-researched aspects of the Geneva edition that have come to light through investigating the extensive correspondence networks of Cramer and Calandrini, in which the Bernoullis, Jakob Hermann, Leonhard Euler, Clairaut, and others play an important role. Among the questions that will be considered are the extent to which these networks can throw light on the editors’ decisions to include commentaries and the nature of Calandrini’s own contributions.
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